## EDSP/Special Education

### EDSP 3210  ED ASPECTS EX LRN
- **Section 002**: CRE 3.0, TR 08:00 am-09:20 am, CURY 210, Deacon A
- **Section 003**: CRE 3.0, TR 11:00 am-12:20 pm, WH 315, Deacon A
- **Section 020**: CRE 3.0
  - WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
  - THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
- **Section 021**: CRE 3.0
  - WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
  - THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
- **Section 026**: CRE 3.0
  - THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
  - WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
  - RESTRICTED COURSE. CONTACT DEPARTMENT AT (940) 565-2093.

### EDSP 3240  FAM COMM & COLL EX LRN
- **Section 030**: CRE 3.0, M 05:29 pm-08:20 pm, GAB 112
  - THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. CLASS MEETS IN PERSON ON 1/13, 2/3, 2/17, 3/16, 3/30, 4/13, and 4/27.

### EDSP 3410  DD AND ASD : ID AND INT
- **Section 001**: CRE 3.0, MWF 09:59 am-10:50 am, BLB 073

### EDSP 4110  STU TCH SPEC ED
- **Section 700**: CRE 3.0, Brooks C
- **Section 701**: CRE 3.0, Davis D
  - RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
- **Section 702**: CRE 3.0, Hawkins D
  - RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
- **Section 703**: CRE 3.0, Johnston J
  - RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
- **Section 704**: CRE 3.0, Mckee J
  - RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
- **Section 705**: CRE 3.0, Willerson A
  - RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
- **Section 706**: CRE 3.0, Winget C
  - RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
- **Section 707**: CRE 3.0, Sproles S
  - RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
- **Section 708**: CRE 3.0, Roberson R
  - RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
- **Section 751**: CRE 3.0, Krauss L
  - RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

### EDSP 4320  ED ASSE & EVAL EX LRNS
- **Section 001**: CRE 3.0, TR 09:30 am-10:50 am, BLB 065, Peak P

### EDSP 4330  ADV ED STRA EX LR

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

ON CAMPUS MEETING MANDATORY.
CLASS MEETS ON 1/20, 2/10, 2/24, 3/16, 3/23, 4/6, and 4/20.
Also meets: M 05:29 pm-08:20 pm BLB 225 1/20/20-1/20/20
Also meets: M 05:29 pm-08:20 pm BLB 225 2/10/20-2/10/20
Also meets: M 05:29 pm-08:20 pm BLB 225 2/24/20-2/24/20
Also meets: M 05:29 pm-08:20 pm GAB 114 3/23/20-3/23/20
Also meets: M 05:29 pm-08:20 pm GAB 114 4/6/20-4/6/20
Also meets: M 05:29 pm-08:20 pm GAB 114 4/20/20-4/20/20
Also meets: M 05:29 pm-08:20 pm GAB 114 3/16/20-3/16/20

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS PRESENTED IN BLENDED FORMAT. STUDENTS WILL MEET IN PERSON ON 1/14, 1/30, 2/13, 2/27, 3/26, 4/2, and 4/23., AND COMPLETE REMAINING WORK ONLINE.
Also meets: T 12:30 pm-01:50 pm SAGE 355 1/14/20-1/14/20
Also meets: R 12:30 pm-01:50 pm SAGE 355 1/30/20-1/30/20
Also meets: R 12:30 pm-01:50 pm SAGE 355 2/13/20-2/13/20
Also meets: R 12:30 pm-01:50 pm SAGE 355 2/27/20-2/27/20
Also meets: R 12:30 pm-01:50 pm SAGE 355 3/26/20-3/26/20
Also meets: R 12:30 pm-01:50 pm SAGE 355 4/2/20-4/2/20
Also meets: R 12:30 pm-01:50 pm SAGE 355 4/23/20-4/23/20

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

ON CAMPUS MEETING MANDATORY.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT INSTRUCTOR.
CONTACT INSTRUCTOR REGARDING USING A SECURE TESTING SITE FOR DAYS/TIMES LISTED FOR .030 SECTION. STUDENTS MUST LIVE AT LEAST 100 MILES FROM DENTON TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR 020 SECTION.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
CONTACT INSTRUCTOR REGARDING USING A SECURE TESTING SITE FOR DAYS/TIMES LISTED FOR .030 SECTION.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MANDATORY MEETINGS FROM 9AM-12PM - MATT 310, 1/18, 1/25, 3/7, 4/4, 4/25, AND 5/2.
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE. THE COURSE HAS AN ONLINE COMPONENT AND A FACE-TO-FACE COMPONENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
Also meets: S 09:00 am-12:00 pm BLB 035 1/18/20-1/18/20
Also meets: S 09:00 am-12:00 pm BLB 035 1/25/20-1/25/20
Also meets: S 09:00 am-12:00 pm BLB 035 2/29/20-2/29/20
Also meets: S 09:00 am-12:00 pm BLB 035 4/4/20-4/4/20
Also meets: S 09:00 am-12:00 pm BLB 035 4/25/20-4/25/20
Also meets: S 09:00 am-12:00 pm BLB 035 5/2/20-5/2/20

EDSP 5560 ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
This course is restricted. Limited to students residing out-of-state only. Contact department.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EDSP 6275 EVID BASE PRAC HIGH LO
001 (16817) CREDIT 3.0 T 05:29 pm-08:20 pm WH 113 Savage M

EDSP 6325 STUDIES IN E/BD
001 (16819) CREDIT 3.0 R 05:29 pm-08:20 pm WH 113 Majeika C

EDSP 6530 ADV STUD AUTISM
001 (16821) CREDIT 3.0 W 05:29 pm-08:20 pm LANG 113 Mehta S

Three Week Session

EDSP 3210 ED ASPECTS EX LRN
3W1 WINTER SESSION
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
Eight Week Session One

EDSP 5670    CIT SOC SKILL DIS
080 (13684) CRE 3.0    INET
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

086 (13685) CRE 3.0    INET
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EDSP 5730    ED ASP MIL/MOD DIS
080 (16832) CRE 3.0    Deacon A
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

086 (16833) CRE 3.0    Deacon A
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Eight Week Session Two

EDSP 5310    INTRO TO ASD
090 (16842) CRE 3.0    Boesch M
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

096 (16843) CRE 3.0    Boesch M
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EDSP 5330    CLASS BEHV MGMT
090 (16846) CRE 3.0    INET
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
**EDSP 5340**  TCH HF STU WITH ASD

090  (15419)  CRE 3.0  Mehta S
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

096  (15420)  CRE 3.0  Mehta S
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

**EDSP 5740**  READ & LNG ARTS EDSP

090  (11401)  CRE 3.0  Barrio B
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

096  (16795)  CRE 3.0  Barrio B
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

**EDSP 5755**  ADAPTING CURRICULUM

090  (16850)  CRE 3.0  Deacon A
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

096  (16851)  CRE 3.0  Deacon A
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

**EPSY/Educational Psychology**

**EPSY 3013**  READ UNDERST RESEARCH

001  (14532)  CRE 3.0  TR  09:30 am-10:50 am  BLB 040  Hull D
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

020  (11994)  CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

**EPSY 5000**  INTRO ED PSY
This class meets from 03/16/2020 to 05/08/2020.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS COURSE IS COMBINED WITH EPSY 5000.090. PLEASE REACH OUT TO THE INSTRUCTOR OF THAT SECTION TO ENSURE YOU ARE ADDED ON CANVAS.

Epsy 5033 Field Experience

706 (14031) CRE V Glover R
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE. THE COURSE HAS AN ONLINE COMPONENT AND A FACE-TO-FACE COMPONENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

722 (16271) CRE V Frosch C
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

727 (16498) CRE V Harris D
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Epsy 5040 Student Teaching

750 (11911) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE. THE COURSE HAS AN ONLINE COMPONENT AND A FACE-TO-FACE COMPONENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Epsy 5041 Student Teaching

750 (11907) CRE 3.0 Deacon A
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE. THE COURSE HAS AN ONLINE COMPONENT AND A FACE-TO-FACE COMPONENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Epsy 5050 Found Res Methodology

601 (18295) CRE 3.0 INET Leach Sankofa N
This class meets from 03/16/2020 to 05/08/2020.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS COURSE IS COMBINED WITH EPSY 5050.090. PLEASE REACH OUT TO THE INSTRUCTOR OF THAT SECTION TO ENSURE YOU ARE ADDED ON CANVAS.

Epsy 5133 Infant and Child Dev

600 (15963) CRE 3.0 Frosch C
This class meets from 01/13/2020 to 03/06/2020.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

Epsy 5210 Ed Statistics

001 (18032) CRE 3.0 W 05:29 pm-08:20 pm WH 313

Epsy 5800 Studies Ed Psy

020 (16822) CRE 3.0 INET
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EPSY 5900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS

701 (11472)  CRE V  Henson R
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

702 (11864)  CRE V  Hull D
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

703 (11865)  CRE V  Chen Q
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

704 (11866)  CRE V  Natesan P
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

705 (11867)  CRE V  Boesch M
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

706 (11845)  CRE V  Glover R
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

707 (11868)  CRE V  Peak P
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

708 (11869)  CRE V  Mun R
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

709 (11873)  CRE V
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

710 (11874)  CRE V  Middlemiss W
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

711 (11875)  CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

712 (11876)  CRE V  Rinn-McCann A
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

715 (11887)  CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

716 (11917)  CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

718 (11918)  CRE V  Combes B
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

719 (11919)  CRE V  Mehta S
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

720 (16278)  CRE V  Mitchell Y
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

721 (11920)  CRE V  Estes M
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
Frosch C CRE V722 (11921) THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Chang M CRE V723 (11922) THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EPSY 5990 RES OR PROG EVAL

020 (11680) CRE 3.0 WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION. THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-Texas RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

026 (11969) CRE 3.0 RESTRICTED COURSE. CONTACT DEPARTMENT AT (940) 565-2093. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

714 (12008) CRE 3.0 RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EPSY 6010 STATS ED RESEARCH

001 (12939) CRE 3.0 M 05:29 pm-08:20 pm MATT 308 Natesan P

EPSY 6020 RESEARCH METHODS

001 (14650) CRE 3.0 T 05:29 pm-08:20 pm LANG 209 Tashakkori A

002 (11870) CRE 3.0 M 05:29 pm-08:20 pm LANG 114 Tashakkori A

EPSY 6030 INTERNSHIP

700 (11499) CRE V THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

701 (11500) CRE V THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

702 (11501) CRE V THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

703 (11502) CRE V THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

704 (11945) CRE V THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

705 (11811) CRE V THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

706 (11946) CRE V THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

708 (12016) CRE V THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

709 (11947) CRE V THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

710 (11948) CRE V THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Martin S CRE V700 (11499) THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Henson R CRE V701 (11500) THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Hull D CRE V702 (11501) THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Chen Q CRE V703 (11502) THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Natesan P CRE V704 (11945) THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Boesch M CRE V705 (11811) THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Glover R CRE V706 (11946) THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Mun R CRE V708 (12016) THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Middlemiss W CRE V710 (11948) THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Rinn-McCann

THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Zhang T

THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Combes B

THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Mehta S

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED.  LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EPSY 6103 COG & LANG DEV
001 (16824) CRE 3.0 M 05:29 pm-08:20 pm AUDB 218 Keifert D

EPSY 6120 PROG EVAL FOUNDATIONS
020 (18033) CRE 3.0 INET Mehta S
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE.  COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-Texas RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

026 (18034) CRE 3.0 INET Mehta S
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED.  LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EPSY 6122 SINGLE SUB RESEARCH
001 (18287) CRE 3.0 W 05:29 pm-08:20 pm LANG 216 Mehta S

EPSY 6163 DIVERSITY IND FAM SCH
001 (16828) CRE 3.0 R 05:29 pm-08:20 pm WH 114 Mitchell Y

EPSY 6210 MULT REGRESSION
001 (11804) CRE 3.0 W 05:29 pm-08:20 pm MATT 308 Chen Q

EPSY 6250 ADV ED MEAS APPLI
001 (16831) CRE 3.0 M 05:29 pm-08:20 pm AUDB 202 Hull D

EPSY 6270 STRU EQUA MODELIN
001 (11966) CRE 3.0 T 05:29 pm-08:20 pm MATT 308 Natesan P

EPSY 6280 QUALTATIVE RESRCH
001 (17863) CRE 3.0 T 05:29 pm-08:20 pm WH 214 Allen C
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
<th>Start Time</th>
<th>End Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPSY 6285</td>
<td>QUAL DATA ANAL</td>
<td>Leach Sankofa N</td>
<td>05:29 pm-08:20 pm</td>
<td>WH 121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSY 6290</td>
<td>MULTIVARIATE STAT</td>
<td>Henson R</td>
<td>05:29 pm-08:20 pm</td>
<td>MATT 306</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSY 6650</td>
<td>GIFTED PSYCHOSOCIAL</td>
<td>Rinn-McCann A</td>
<td>05:29 pm-08:20 pm</td>
<td>LANG 402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSY 6900</td>
<td>SPECIAL PROBLEMS</td>
<td>Martin S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 (11503)</td>
<td>CRE V</td>
<td>Henson R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>701 (11810)</td>
<td>CRE V</td>
<td>Hull D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>702 (11504)</td>
<td>CRE V</td>
<td>Chen Q</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>703 (11505)</td>
<td>CRE V</td>
<td>Natesan P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>704 (11877)</td>
<td>CRE V</td>
<td>Boesch M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>705 (11878)</td>
<td>CRE V</td>
<td>Glover R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>706 (11879)</td>
<td>CRE V</td>
<td>Mun R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>708 (11880)</td>
<td>CRE V</td>
<td>Middlemiss W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709 (11881)</td>
<td>CRE V</td>
<td>Rinn-McCann A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This is a blended course that meets online and in person. Restricted course. Approval required. Contact department.
PART A

716 (11924) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

717 (11925) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Zhang T

718 (11926) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Combes B

719 (11927) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Mehta S

722 (11928) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Frosch C

723 (11929) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE THAT MEETS ONLINE AND IN PERSON.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Chang M

730 (16647) CRE V
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Savage M

PART B

EPSY 6950 DISserTATION

700 (11506) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE. THE COURSE HAS AN ONLINE COMPONENT AND A FACE-TO-FACE COMPONENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Martin S

701 (11507) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE. THE COURSE HAS AN ONLINE COMPONENT AND A FACE-TO-FACE COMPONENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Henson R

702 (11508) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE. THE COURSE HAS AN ONLINE COMPONENT AND A FACE-TO-FACE COMPONENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Hull D

703 (11509) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE. THE COURSE HAS AN ONLINE COMPONENT AND A FACE-TO-FACE COMPONENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Chen Q

704 (11884) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE. THE COURSE HAS AN ONLINE COMPONENT AND A FACE-TO-FACE COMPONENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Natesan P

705 (13838) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE. THE COURSE HAS AN ONLINE COMPONENT AND A FACE-TO-FACE COMPONENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Boesch M

706 (11931) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE. THE COURSE HAS AN ONLINE COMPONENT AND A FACE-TO-FACE COMPONENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Glover R

708 (13469) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE. THE COURSE HAS AN ONLINE COMPONENT AND A FACE-TO-FACE COMPONENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Mun R

709 (11885) CRE V
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE. THE COURSE HAS AN ONLINE COMPONENT AND A FACE-TO-FACE COMPONENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>710 CRE V</td>
<td>Middlemiss W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>711 CRE V</td>
<td>Rinn-McCann A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>712 CRE V</td>
<td>Tashakkori A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>713 CRE V</td>
<td>Zhang T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>714 CRE V</td>
<td>Combes B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>715 CRE V</td>
<td>Mehta S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>716 CRE V</td>
<td>Frosch C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>717 CRE V</td>
<td>Chang M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>718 CRE V</td>
<td>Nauright J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>719 CRE V</td>
<td>Lindo E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720 CRE V</td>
<td>Roberts K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>730 CRE V</td>
<td>Savage M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Eight Week Session One**

**EPSY 5050**  **FOUND RES METHODOLOGY**
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EPSY 5110   SOC EMO GIFTED

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EPSY 5123   HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EPSY 5133   INFANT AND CHILD DEV

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EPSY 5140   CREATIVITY

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
EPSY 5210      ED STATISTICS

080 (11224) CRE 3.0    INET
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

086 (11225) CRE 3.0    INET
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
RESTRICTED COURSE. CONTACT DEPARTMENT AT (940) 565-2093.

Eight Week Session Two

EPSY 5000      INTRO ED PSY

090 (13199) CRE 3.0    INET
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

096 (16292) CRE 3.0    INET
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
RESTRICTED COURSE. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT
DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
 RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EPSY 5050      FOUND RES METHODOLOGY

090 (11465) CRE 3.0    INET       Leach Sankofa N
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

096 (14070) CRE 3.0    INET       Leach Sankofa N
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
RESTRICTED COURSE. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT
DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
 RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EPSY 5120      PROG/PLAN GIFTED

090 (13677) CRE 3.0       Mun R
096 (13678) CRE 3.0       Mun R
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT
DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

EPSY 5453      FAMILY LAW AND POLICY

090 (16848) CRE 3.0    INET       Kelly L
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

EPSY 5550  THEOR OF LEARNING

EPSY 6010  STATS ED RESEARCH

EPSY 6900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS

HDFS 1013  HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

HDFS 1023  ASSESSMENT

HDFS 2013  INTRO TO HDFS THEORIES

HDFS 2033  PARENTING DIVERSE
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>CRN</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDFS 3153</td>
<td>CULTURE AND DIVERSITY</td>
<td>001</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>02:00 pm-04:50 pm</td>
<td>GATE 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>002</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>12:30 pm-01:50 pm</td>
<td>HKRY 252</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HDFS 3213** INFANT INTERVENTION/ED  
002 (12010) CRE 3.0 TR 12:30 pm-01:50 pm HKRY 252 Harris D

**HDFS 3313** INTERPERSONAL RELATION  
001 (11816) CRE 3.0 MWF 11:00 am-11:50 am BLB 090 Leventhal J  
002 (13798) CRE 3.0 TR 09:30 am-10:50 am BLB 140 Leventhal J  
701 (18030) CRE 3.0 MWF 11:00 am-11:50 am BLB 090 Leventhal J

**HDFS 3423** FAMILY SCHOOL COM  
001 (14244) CRE 3.0 TR 09:30 am-10:50 am BLB 073 Kelly L  
002 (16854) CRE 3.0 MWF 12:59 pm-01:50 pm BLB 073 Harris D  
020 (11992) CRE 3.0

**HDFS 4011** PRE-INTERNSHIP  
030 (11540) CRE 1.0 Allen H  
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE.  
CLASS MEETS ON TUESDAYS, 4:00-4:50 P.M. ON 1/14, 2/25, AND 4/7.  
Also meets: T 03:59 pm-04:50 pm WH 317 1/14/20-1/14/20  
Also meets: T 03:59 pm-04:50 pm WH 317 2/25/20-2/25/20  
Also meets: T 03:59 pm-04:50 pm WH 317 3/31/20-3/31/20

**HDFS 4023** INTERNSHIP  
700 (11517) CRE 3.0 Allen H  
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.  
CLASS MEETS AT 4:00-5:30 P.M. ON TUESDAY 2/25

**HDFS 4133** ADOL & EMERGING ADULT  
001 (11518) CRE 3.0 TR 11:00 am-12:20 pm GATE 132 Bradetich J

**HDFS 4213** CHILD LIFE  
001 (16855) CRE 3.0 M 05:29 pm-08:20 pm GATE 142 James C

**HDFS 4253** ADMIN PROGRAMS  
001 (14569) CRE 3.0 W 05:29 pm-08:20 pm WH 116 Harris D

**HDFS 4323** FAMILY LAW AND POLICY  
001 (11910) CRE 3.0 MWF 11:00 am-11:50 am GATE 131 Kelly L

**HDFS 4353** CURRENT RESEARCH IN FS  
001 (11817) CRE 3.0 TR 08:00 am-09:20 am BLB 050 Leventhal J

**HDFS 4413** FAMILY LIFE ED  
001 (11539) CRE 3.0 R 05:29 pm-08:20 pm BLB 060 Leventhal J

**HDFS 4800** STUDIES IN HDFS  
001 (17691) CRE V T 05:29 pm-08:20 pm WH 315 Saide A  
Course Topic: GRIEF, LOSS & BEREAVEMENT
### Three Week Session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDFS 4900</td>
<td>CRE</td>
<td>SPECIAL PROBS IN HDFS</td>
<td>Leventhal J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>706</td>
<td>(11520)</td>
<td>CRE V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709</td>
<td>(14729)</td>
<td>CRE V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>713</td>
<td>(16053)</td>
<td>CRE V</td>
<td>Mitchell Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>724</td>
<td>(16395)</td>
<td>CRE V</td>
<td>Bradetich J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Course Topic:** HT UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH TEAM

This is a blended course. The course has an online component and a face-to-face component.

Restricted course. Approval required. Contact department.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDFS 1013</td>
<td>CRE</td>
<td>HUMAN DEVELOPMENT</td>
<td>Saide A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>(15083)</td>
<td>CRE 3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Web-based instruction.

This is an internet course. Course enrollment is restricted and non-Texas resident students residing outside of the state are not eligible to enroll in this section. Contact the department for enrollment assistance in an appropriate section of the course if applicable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDFS 2033</td>
<td>CRE</td>
<td>PARENTING DIVERSE</td>
<td>Mitchell Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>(17199)</td>
<td>CRE 3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Web-based instruction.

This is an internet course. Course enrollment is restricted and non-Texas resident students residing outside of the state are not eligible to enroll in this section. Contact the department for enrollment assistance in an appropriate section of the course if applicable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDFS 2313</td>
<td>CRE</td>
<td>COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE</td>
<td>Kelly L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>(17200)</td>
<td>CRE 3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Web-based instruction.

This is an internet course. Course enrollment is restricted and non-Texas resident students residing outside of the state are not eligible to enroll in this section. Contact the department for enrollment assistance in an appropriate section of the course if applicable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDFS 3123</td>
<td>CRE</td>
<td>CHILD DEV FOR NON-MAJ</td>
<td>Harris D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>(17202)</td>
<td>CRE 3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Web-based instruction.

This is an internet course. Course enrollment is restricted and non-Texas resident students residing outside of the state are not eligible to enroll in this section. Contact the department for enrollment assistance in an appropriate section of the course if applicable.